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Introduction 

 

The Digital Undergrad software is part of the Miller’s Remote Suite and can be downloaded from the Miller’s 

website.  The Digital Undergrad software is designed to provide our customers who photograph schools an effi-

cient and simple interface to submit work through our Undergrad department.  The following guide is meant to get 

you started on your way to mastery of our software. 

 

 

 

This guide is broken up into four sections: 

 

 
 

Section 1– This section discusses workflows 

 

Section 2-  This Section discusses setup and creation of an or-

der.  It also covers setting up packages and importing data. 

 

Section 3-  This section covers entering images into an order. 

 

Section 4-  This section covers methods of getting your order to 

Miller’s. 

 

 

 

 

 

***If you need more information than is provided 

in this quick start guide more resources can be 

found by clicking on the resources button on the 

main screen of the Miller’s Remote Studio. 
 

 



 

Workflows 

To tether or not to tether? – Tethering can be used for both the pre edited proof, envelope proof, and pre sell options listed 

above though it is not necessary.  Generally photographers who tether will; (A) Import data (B) Use a barcode scanner (C) 

Print barcode labels (D) Have an assistant on site to help with entry.   Generally the workflow goes something like this: 

 

Before shoot: 

-Get student database from the school.  This will need to be in the form of a csv (comma separated values) document at the 

time it is imported into our software.  This csv must contain a first and last name as well as a student-id and any other infor-

mation you require (teacher, grade, etc.).  You can convert many formats to a csv using Microsoft excel. 

-Import data into software. 

-Print bar-coded labels using Avery 5160 labels.  These can be sorted by grade, teacher, or alphabetical by 

school, which allows for a quicker search as the students are photographed. 

 

Section 1 

Proofing -Many of our customers choose to or are required to provide proofs to their schools.  With this in mind we have 

developed several options to make this as smooth and painless an experience possible. 

 

Pre Edited Proofing- In a pre-edited proof order you enter  the students information before sending in your order for proofs.  

This is generally done when a school requires you to provide service items such as yearbook or administration disks.  When 

you choose the pre-edited proofing option you will receive our standard wallet proof.  These are ideal for studios that order 

their own order envelopes and need to attach a proof to them.  They are marked with your studio name and the image name as 

well as a barcode which can be used to speed entry of your packages.  These wallets are die cut. 

Envelope Proofing – For studios that do not choose to purchase their own order envelopes elsewhere, we offer the envelope 

proofing option.  These 8.5”x11” envelopes include your price list as well as the student’s images and information.  The entry 

is the same as Pre Edited Proofing. 

Standard Proofing – For those who do not have to provide any service items at the time of proofing we offer the standard 

proofing option.  With this option you simply choose a folder of images and the software will prepare them to be sent to Mil-

ler’s.  We only offer the standard wallet sized proof with this option. 

Green Screen – To do a greenscreen background replacement order you must first activate the feature by contacting 

greenscreen@millerslab.com.  They will give you instructions on how to submit a test.  (Note: this order type does not allow 

for proofing or hosting .) 

 

Pre sell – The majority of our customers use this workflow.  Generally order envelopes are sent home with the children prior 

to the shoot and they are instructed to return them prior to or the day of the shoot.  After the envelopes are returned the chil-

dren’s photographs are taken either by tethering and doing entry on site, capturing to your camera’s memory card and doing 

entry back at your studio, or using the Fuji S5 with the optional barcode scanner. 

Spec Order – A “spec” or speculation order is an order in which you print the same package for every child that is  photo-

graphed and send them home with the children in the hope that families will want to keep them and pay you. 



At shoot (Pre Pay): 

-Student comes up and hands assistant their order envelope and heads off to pose for their portrait. 

-Assistant finds barcode label and attaches it to envelope. 

-Assistant scans barcode (this brings up students data) and informs photographer they are ready for her\him to 

shoot. 

-Photographer shoots image. 

-If the shot is acceptable, assistant checks crop and enters package.  Multiple shots may be taken by using  the 

“new pose” button. 

-Assistant advances to next record and goes back to step 1. 

 

*Pre edited proof and envelope proofing orders follow the same procedure simply omitting the “enters package” 

Covered above. 

 

S5 workflow 

The optional barcode scanner for the S5 allows you to have the same workflow as someone who is tethered but 

you do not need the laptop and do not even necessarily need the assistant.  The steps at the studio are similar to 

tethering.  (there is a simple setup wizard so I will not go into specifics here) 

-At the shoot – The S5 enables you to effectively shoot tethered without the need for a laptop.  There is an optional 

barcode scanner which you can purchase that plugs directly into the camera.  This enables you to scan in student 

ID numbers and packages.  When you get back to the studio you simply auto match the student data to the images 

and your order is entered. 

 

Import Photolynx 

This feature allowes for the importation of Camlynx, Imagematch, Quixi, or most other types of jobs that can gen-

erate a text file that has the data separated by comma, tab, or semicolon. 



Getting started with Digital Undergrad 

 

1. Set Up 

Studio information – On this screen you will enter your account number, 

password, choose which image editor that you wish to use, and enter any spe-

cial order instructions that you wish to appear on all of the orders which you 

create. 

Directory Settings – The directory settings are for people who want to use a 

single set of databases in a networked environment.  This allows you to ac-

cess any order from any computer on your network that has the Undergrad 

software installed. 

 

Should you network the software? – Networking the soft-

ware is ideal in an environment in which you would like to 

have multiple entering orders at one time or in which you have 

a separate computer for customer service purposes and would 

like to have access to all of the orders on your system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Create packages 

 

Name Package set – The name you choose should be descriptive, such as “West Highland High School”. 

Import existing Package set? – since we are just getting started choose “No” 

Create Packages -  There is a grid with Print sizes on the left 

hand side of the screen, select the first print size you wish to 

add.  Click the button which is labeled “Add”, this is located 

close to the grid on the right hand side of the screen.  If you 

wish to add more than one of this item, click the button more 

than once.  The print sizes and quantities will show up in the 

grid on the right hand side of the screen.  You can then select 

the next item you’d like to add to this package and repeat the 

process.  Once you’ve added all of the items which this package 

Section 2 



requires, click on the button marked “Next Package”.  You have now successfully created and saved your “A” 

package.  Repeat these same steps in 

order to create the rest of your pack-

ages.  When you have entered all 

packages which you desire click on 

the “Close and Save” button.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Creating Order Form 

 

Overview – This is the step where you set up the specific order which you 

would like to create.  The types of orders and brief descriptions are listed be-

low.  After you choose your order type and you will be guided through the 

rest of the process by an order creation wizard. 

 

Order types 

Green Screen Package Order – This order type is the same as a Standard Undergrad Package Order with the addition of allow-

ing you to choose a background replacement for your image.  Contact greenscreen@millerslab.com to activate this option. 

Standard Undergrad Package Order – This is the only type that 95% of photographers that use our lab ever use.  This type of 

order is used when you are ready to order prints and/or service items. 

Undergrad “Quick Entry” Order – This type is used when everyone photographed needs the same package.  This is generally 

only used when service items are not needed.  This type of order is commonly referred to as a spec order. 

Undergrad Proofing Order – When placing a standard proofing order you do not need any information for the subjects.  You 

will simply select a folder of images and prepare it for Miller’s in the software. 

Undergrad Proofing Order (Pre Edited) – This order is used by studios who need to get service items with their proofs and/or 

would like to do their entry up front.  The information for each subject will carry over to the “prints ordered from proofs” order.  

As with the standard proofing order you will receive a wallet sized proof. 

Envelope Proofing Order (Pre Edited) -  This type of order is the same as the pre entered proofing order mentioned above.  The 

difference is that instead of a wallet sized proof you will receive an 8.5x11 order envelope, which has up to six images of each 

subject printed per envelope, as well as your package set, studio information, and the name, teacher, grade, and student ID 

number for the subject. 

Packages From Proofs Order – This is the order type that is used when you are ready to order packages from a proofing order.  



 

 

4. Student Data 

*This is not a necessary step but is highly recommended* 

(Data can be entered by hand if not imported) 

Most of our customers are using the data import feature.  The majority of schools can provide you with a file that 

has the information for all of the students in the school.  They can export this list from most school administrative 

software.  When importing data, our software requires the file to be in .csv or .txt format and to be delimited (this 

is an option when saving a file in Microsoft Excel and other spreadsheet software.  So if the file that they provide 

can be opened by or imported into your spreadsheet software it can be converted into the correct format.) 

The biggest advantage to importing data is the time it will save 

when you are entering an order.  Instead of having to type in The 

Name, I.D., and any other information that you require for your 

records or for service items, you can either type or scan the sub-

jects ID number and pull up the rest of their data or use the name 

pull down menus to pull up their information.  As mentioned 

earlier, our software allows you to use barcode labels and a bar-

code scanner to further speed up the entry process. 

Another advantage to importing data is that you will never misspell names or put a student in the wrong class. 

 

Steps to import data 

1.  You must have a properly formatted text document.  It must have the extension .txt or .csv.  It can be laid out in 

a comma separated values format.  The first image below shows a properly formatted document when it is opened 

in Excel.exe and the second shows the same csv opened in  Notepad.exe (you are required to have the fields 

“Student ID”, “First Name”, and “Last Name”.  All other fields are optional. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.  After selecting “Import Student Data”  

and selecting the file that you wish to import, the following screen which is shown at the top of 

the next page will appear: 

 

 

 

1. If the first row of your data contains 

field names (the example shown here 

does) you would type “2” into the “Start 

import at Row:’ field.   Select the “Next 

Button”. 

 

 

 

3. The next screen (to the left) is where you assign your fields.  If your field names match the 

fields in the software they will automap.  If they do not, click on the header of the column 

which you’d like to assign (it will say “Field 1”, “Field 2”, etc.) and then use the pulldown list 

next to “Map To” to assign the field.  You must do this for each column that you wish to as-

sign.  You are required to 

assign Student ID, First 

Name, and Last Name.  Be 

sure to double check the 

mapping. 

 



4. After assigning the columns the headers will change from “Field 1”, “Field 2”, etc. to the 

value you have assigned them (as seen in the illustration below).  If you have mapped fields 

properly, you will be informed that your import is complete upon selecting the “next” button. 

Tips for Adding Images 

 

Required Fields – When Adding images to the order (with the exception of Standard proofing and Quick Entry 

orders)  You are required to provide; a first name, a last name, and a student ID number (if you are entering the infor-

mation by hand and do not need the student ID number for any service that you have ordered, you can auto generate the stu-

dent ID.  This option is found on the Create New Order and the Edit Order Options screen).  You also have the option of 

providing additional data such as teacher and grade. 

Consistency – When entering information such as teacher and grade it is important to be consistent in regards to 

spelling and format.  If you have the same teacher entered as Mrs. Smith, Smith, and Ms. Smith, the software will 

treat this as three teachers.  This means that your prints would not be sorted correctly (if you choose to sort prints 

by teacher when preparing the order for Millers) and that any service items that you order would be incorrect. 

Packages – In addition to the required data fields you are required to enter a package for each image or check the 

“no prints” box.  You can select up to six packages for each image. 

Other options – You can also order options such as, basic retouching, name and/or year on wallets or all prints, or 

attach a group image to the subject’s package. 

Image and cropping – You are responsible for cropping in our software.  When the image comes up in the light 

table you will see a red box with two green bars running vertically near each side.  The red lines denote where an 

8x10 will crop and the green 

lines are for a 5x7. 

 

To the left is an example of  a 

properly entered record.  After 

filling out this infor-

mation and selecting 

your image click on 

the right arrow button (pictured 

to the right).  This will save this 

record. 
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Entering a package order 

*This section assumes that you have imported data, if you have not, simply follow these steps and ignore step six.* 

1. Click the “Add Images to Order” button. 

2. Choose order and click “OK”. 

3. Click the Image Selection tab in the upper right hand corner and 

choose folder of images. 

4. Double click the first image that you wish to add to the order. 

5. Check crop in the light box.  The red box is where an 8x10 will 

crop, the green is where a 5x7 will crop.  To adjust crop click on the 

light box and white boxes will appear in the corners.  Click on these 

and drag them to the desired crop.  The two lines horizontal red lines 

in the middle are head reference lines.  These can be ignored if you are entering an order in which con-

sistent head size is not important.  You can adjust these lines by clicking the “Adjust head reference 

lines” button and dragging the lines to the desired position.  Be sure to click on the same button when 

you are finished adjusting. 

6. You can bring up student information in one of three ways.  (A.) use the pull down menus in the 

first and last name fields to choose the subjects name.  (B.)  Make sure that the cursor is in the student 

ID field and scan the barcode label, which you would have printed earlier in the software.  (C.)  Type in 

the student ID and hit enter.  Any records for which you have not imported data may be entered manual-

ly. 

7. It is time to enter your package information.  In the upper right hand corner, you may enter up to six 

packages and their quantities.  If this record does not need prints, you may choose “No Prints” or “No 

Prints just service items” (Whichever option appears).  Below the package entry area there are several 

print enhancement options.  Check the box next to any of these that you wish to order. 

8. If you wish to have a group shot or a sheet of tattoos stuffed into this students envelope click on the 

add button in the group add on area.  Choose the image that you wish to use.  Select print size and quan-

tity. 

9. If you wish to add multiple poses for this subject, click “New Pose” and select the image and pack-

age options that you desire.  When finished with this subject, click on the single right arrow to save this 

record and advance to the next pose. 

When you are finished entering images click on “Close and Save” button. 



 

 

Entering a Pre-entry Proof or Envelope Proof Order 

Follow the same steps as the package order, omitting the package selection step. 

 

Entering Standard Proof Order 

When you create a standard proofing order, you will be guided through an order entry wizard.  

No additional entry is required. 

 

Entering a Package from Proofs Order 

This section is for orders created from a “standard” proofing order.  On orders created from Pre-edited or Envelope Proofing orders, the 

entry is already done and you will simply need to scroll through the (package from proof) order and add package information. 

Most of the steps are the same as the package order.  The only difference is that you can type or 

scan in the image name (from his/her proof) and this will bring up the subjects image in the 

light box.  You may choose images from the image selection window and add them to the order 

as well. 

 

Entering a Quick Entry order 

1. Click on the “Add Images to Order” button. 

2. Choose order and click “OK”. 

3. Click on the Image Selection tab in the upper right hand corner and choose folder of images. 

4. Choose the package(s) and options that you wish to add. 

5. Single click the first image that you wish to add to the order (It should not appear in the light box). 

6. Click “Add All” (lower right hand corner). 

7. This will add all of the images in the folder of images to the order.  You can then scroll through the 

order and check the crop. 

When you are finished click the “Close and Save” button. 

 

 

 



Tethering 

 

1. To use this option you must have your camera’s software place the images into the tether-

ing hot-folder, by default, this is “C:\Tether\Hot”. 

2. On the “Add Images to the Order” screen there is a button titled “Camera Settings” in the 

lower right hand corner.  Click this button and toggle the selection to “On”. 

3. Unless you need to change any of the default settings, (you should never have to do this) 

click “Done”. 

4. When an image appears in the hot-folder, it will pop up in the light box. 

5. When you click the single right arrow or “New Pose” the image will be moved to 

“C:\Millers Undergrad Camera Files”. 

If you take another shot before clicking the single right arrow or “New Pose”, the image will be 

overwritten. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Getting your order to Miller’s 

 

Upload or on disk – Some orders that you create are very 

large and some are just a few files.  In order to speed up the 

ordering process for your smaller orders we offer the option 

of uploading your order directly to our servers.  The obvi-

ous advantage to this is that if your upload gets to us before 3:00 P.M. we begin working on it that day.  In addi-

tion to quicker turn around there is a time savings in that you do not have to burn the orders to disk and you do not 

have to pay for shipping the order to us. 

On the other hand there are orders that, depending on your internet connection, are large enough that it would take 

days to upload.  We have also found that many internet service providers stop you from doing large uploads by 

interrupting the flow of data momentarily.  We allow orders up to 2GB to be uploaded, however, this may prove to 

be too large to be practical due to your internet provider. 

Disk options and instructions—When sending an order in on disk you have two options a CD or a DVD. 

      When you prepare an order on CD the software will zip the order up and break the order into CD sized pieces.  

So if you have an order that you have given the order number “1234567” and it is too large to fit on one CD, the 

software will make files 1234567.zip, 1234567.z02, 1234567.z03, 1234567.z04, etc.  These will each need to be 

burned to their own disk.  If your order can fit on one disk, the software will only create 1234567.zip. 

     When you create an order to be sent in on DVD the software does not create a zip file, it creates a folder with 

images and various database and text files.  The entire folder and all of its contents needs to be burned to the DVD.  

If there are too many files to fit on one DVD you will need to distribute the files within the folder to as many 

DVDs as it takes. 

Section 4 
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